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Discovery and analysis of what interests
your audience. 66 Google PageSpeed

Insights Google PageSpeed Insights is a
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free tool that analyses and optimizes the
performance of your site and improves
the visitor experience. It’s a way for you

to get a quick insight into the site
performance and then get a free, on-

page analysis of your site and actionable
suggestions on how to improve page

load speed. Get the download. Google
PageSpeed Insights Description:

Optimize your web performance using
the best available advice on a range of
performance metrics for your site 67
Google Maps Google Maps is a free

mapping application that displays maps
from around the world and provides
information about places. Add your
website address and you get all the

advantages of the new Google Maps
App. Google Maps Description: Find
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out where your customers are, then get
directions, reviews, and more 68 Google
Trends Google Trends is a search engine

that displays statistical and graphical
information about the latest searches. It
allows you to compare the popularity of
different search terms, such as websites,

people, or products. Google Trends
Description: Find out what people are

searching for, or where they're
interested in 69 Goodreads Goodreads
is an online community to share and
discover books. From classics to new

releases, Goodreads is the place to talk
about your favorite books and authors.

Goodreads Description: Discover,
discuss, and read. 70 Hotfile Hotfile is a
very popular website file sharing service
that allows users to download and share
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any kind of files such as music, movies,
software and games. Hotfile

Description: Share and download any
type of files with your friends or others

on the internet. 71 Infogr.am
Infographic is an online service that

allows users to create and share
infographics that contain online images,

graphs, and tables. Infogr.am
Description: Visualise your data in a
visual format, then share and embed

online. 72 Instagram Instagram is a free
service that lets you share photos and

videos on your profile to be viewed by
people on the same app. Instagram

Description: Share your life. 73 Keyhole
Keyhole is a geospatial web mapping

service that has helped businesses of all
sizes visualize, analyze and explore their
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geographical assets.
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Key Macro is an extremely light weight
and fast app for recording macro

videos. It allows you to take high quality
video in the native resolution of your
camera, not converting the video to
video preview. The app runs in the

background, perfect for recording day-
to-day activities or capturing moments
you may want to remember forever.
KEYMACRO is the perfect app to

capture quick videos with no restriction,
not limited by length or quality.The app
will work across all Windows platforms

including Windows 8, 8.1 and 10.
Windows platforms such as Windows 7,
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Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows
Mobile and Blackberry are also

supported. KEYMACRO will not affect
your battery life nor hardware

performance of your device. KeyMacro
has been around for quite some time,
users have loved it for a long time and
now it is finally on the Windows Store.
The app offers a user-friendly, intuitive

and fast experience. WHY WOULD
YOU USE KEYMACRO? Capture

crisp video, fast, without any restriction
Easy to use, easy to record videos Small
size Features such as loop/ fade in/ fade
out, fast/slow motion, take a screenshot
or just take a picture, audio recording

while recording, and record as you type,
notepad, bit map. Works with many

types of camera including: - Any
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Android (including Samsung) - Any
iPhone - LG - Sony - Any camera that
has a "REC" button - Olympus - HTC -
Huawei - Canon - Olympus - Nikon -
Any Windows 8/10 Enjoy! KeyMacro

Description: Key Macro is an extremely
light weight and fast app for recording

macro videos. It allows you to take high
quality video in the native resolution of
your camera, not converting the video to

video preview. The app runs in the
background, perfect for recording day-
to-day activities or capturing moments
you may want to remember forever.
KEYMACRO is the perfect app to

capture quick videos with no restriction,
not limited by length or quality.The app
will work across all Windows platforms

including Windows 8, 8.1 and 10.
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Windows platforms such as Windows 7,
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows

Mobile and Blackberry are also
supported. KEYMACRO will not affect

your battery life nor hardware
performance of your device.

KEYMACRO has been around for quite
some time, users have loved it for a long

time and now it is finally on the
Windows Store. The app offers
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The Hit Sniffer Analytics sidebar gadget
displays current online visitors and Total
Hits of your website as summary. Once
clicked, you will see Graphs, List of
current visitors and pages they opened,
way they find you, how long they stay,
keyword used to search you, Geo
Location and much more. Post Slider by
Thumb or Drag slider wherever you
want Description: Post Slider is a
customizable and fully responsive
HTML5 slider which can slide your
featured content without HTML or
CSS. It can be used for any type of
content, it doesn’t matter if it’s an image
slider, carousel or just some text and an
image. The content of each slide can be
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looped or random. Description: Post
Slider is a customizable and fully
responsive HTML5 slider which can
slide your featured content without
HTML or CSS. It can be used for any
type of content, it doesn’t matter if it’s
an image slider, carousel or just some
text and an image. The content of each
slide can be looped or random. Vectored
by AKS & Skins ( Description:
Vectored by AKS & Skins ( is a
Responsive WordPress Slider Plugin
that comes with a collection of different
skins and layouts to use. The plugin also
supports the common responsive
settings from theme options. The look
and feel of the plugin can be changed
from regular to an icon, flat to
accordion and more. What’s new in 2.2
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version Added new option for cycle
inside wrapper. Added new option for
cycle image setting. Added new option
for container inside theme option.
Added new option for slide inside
theme option. Added new option for
wrapper height setting. Added new
option for slide height setting. Added
new option for slide
top/bottom/left/right setting. Added new
option for slide color setting. Added
new option for slide text setting. Added
new option for image overflow setting.
Added new option for image z-index
setting. Added new option for image src
setting. Added new option for image z-
index setting. Added new option for
auto scroll delay setting. Added new
option for auto scroll interval setting.
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Added new option for animation
settings

What's New in the?

The Statistics gadget displays
information on the number of visitors
and unique visitors, average time spent
on each page, and which pages are the
most popular. As it says on the page,
this Stats sidebar gadget is created using
the APIs provided by Google Analytics.
It also displays the number of people
who opened a window or your site in a
new tab or window, and the main
landing page or other site pages which
visitors opened in a new window or tab.
Description: As it says on the page, the
Real-time Statistics gadget displays
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several visitors statistics and the traffic
graph. It also displays the countries of
origin of your real-time visitors, referral
and exit pages, what your visitors do on
the site and where they come from. You
can see the data in real time, and create
comparison reports. See the Real-time
Statistics Gadget in action here: See the
Hit Sniffer Analytics sidebar gadget in
action here: See the Statistics gadget in
action here: See the Real-time Statistics
gadget in action here: Geo Analyzer
gadget Description: Geo Analyzer
provides a simple and fun way to see
your website visitors' approximate
geographic location. It can help you
determine where people are coming
from to see your site, allowing you to
tailor your site to serve the needs of
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your visitors. As it says on the page, this
Geo Analyzer gadget shows you the
approximate location of the visitor,
based on their IP address, country of
origin or proxy, or the browser and
operating system they are using. You
can see the Geo Analysis results in real
time and create a comparison report.
See the Geo Analyzer gadget in action
here: See the Geo Hit Sniffer gadget in
action here: Source Code Language(s)
Javascript Perl Python PHP Ruby
Screenshot Below is an example of what
it looks like: It works by simply adding
this gadget to your website, and can
display information about the visitor
based on the IP address
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System Requirements For Hit Sniffer Analytics:

Game Version: Click to expand... We
are currently undergoing tests to verify
compatibility and will be running a
number of tests to ensure the game is
performing correctly and not
encountering issues. Until the game is
fully tested, please expect some issues,
even on the latest stable release of
Windows (stable, beta and so forth).
This is the first release on Steam. To
prevent issues in the future, please also
make sure to accept the Windows Store
update. We are currently undergoing
tests to verify compatibility and will be
running a number of tests
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